Study of Electronic Structures and Pigment-Protein Interactions in the Reaction Center of Thermochromatium tepidum with a Dynamic Environment.
On the basis of the recently reported X-ray crystal structure of light-harvesting complex 1-reaction center (LH1-RC) complex from Thermochromatium tepidum, we investigate electronic structures and pigment-protein interactions in the RC complex from a theoretical perspective. Hybrid quantum-mechanics/molecular-mechanics methods in combination with molecular dynamics simulations are employed to study environmental effects on excitation energies of RC cofactors with the consideration of a dynamic environment. The environmental effects are found to be essential for electronic structure determination. The special pair, a dimer of bacteriochlorophylls which serves as the primary electron donor in the bacterial RC, is our focus in this work. The first excited state of the special pair is found to have the lowest excitation energy of all molecules in the system, making it the most likely populated site after the excitation transfer. The transition charges from electrostatic potentials and the point dipole approximation have been applied to calculate the electronic coupling between individual pigments and that between the special pair and other pigments. Stronger electronic coupling is obtained between the PM molecule and the L branch pigments than that between the PM and the pigments in the M branch. Quantum chemical calculations reveal charge transfer characteristics of the first excited state of the special pair. It follows that charge separation takes place along the L branch in the RC. Spectral densities for all the cofactors are also calculated.